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QUESTION 1

Moses, a threat intelligence analyst at InfoTec Inc., wants to find crucial information about the potential threats the
organization is facing by using advanced Google search operators. He wants to identify whether any fake websites are
hosted at the similar to the organization\\'s URL. 

Which of the following Google search queries should Moses use? 

A. related: www.infothech.org 

B. info: www.infothech.org 

C. link: www.infothech.org 

D. cache: www.infothech.org 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Steve works as an analyst in a UK-based firm. He was asked to perform network monitoring to find any evidence of
compromise. During the network monitoring, he came to know that there are multiple logins from different locations in a
short time span. Moreover, he also observed certain irregular log in patterns from locations where the organization does
not have business relations. This resembles that somebody is trying to steal confidential information. 

Which of the following key indicators of compromise does this scenario present? 

A. Unusual outbound network traffic 

B. Unexpected patching of systems 

C. Unusual activity through privileged user account 

D. Geographical anomalies 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Miley, an analyst, wants to reduce the amount of collected data and make the storing and sharing process easy. She
uses filtering, tagging, and queuing technique to sort out the relevant and structured data from the large amounts of
unstructured data. 

Which of the following techniques was employed by Miley? 

A. Sandboxing 

B. Normalization 

C. Data visualization 
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D. Convenience sampling 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following components refers to a node in the network that routes the traffic from a workstation to external
command and control server and helps in identification of installed malware in the network? 

A. Repeater 

B. Gateway 

C. Hub 

D. Network interface card (NIC) 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Tim is working as an analyst in an ABC organization. His organization had been facing many challenges in converting
the raw threat intelligence data into meaningful contextual information. After inspection, he found that it was due to noise
obtained from misrepresentation of data from huge data collections. Hence, it is important to clean the data before
performing data analysis using techniques such as data reduction. He needs to choose an appropriate threat
intelligence framework that automatically performs data collection, filtering, and analysis for his organization. 

Which of the following threat intelligence frameworks should he choose to perform such task? 

A. HighCharts 

B. SIGVERIF 

C. Threat grid 

D. TC complete 

Correct Answer: D 
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